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1. Introduction



Language modeling
Language transformation
Rapid GUI prototyping



LHC and CMS



The CMS Tracker

15232 modules
1944 power groups
356 control groups



GUI for slow controls

3D visualization
Monitoring
Interaction
Simulation

Lots of components
Lots of man hours
Need to hire SW engineers?



What is needed?

Geometry Commands
Events

Properties

States

Hierarchy



What do already have?

Geometry Commands
Events

Properties

States

Hierarchy



Idea

Generate a 3D GUI and system 
simulator from this information

Figure 1: CMS tracker has a complex structure with more than 17000 modules.These are the sensitive detector units and

are shown as rectangular or trapezoidal boxes. Each module is a complete detector with a few hundreds channels. In this

3D representation one of the two endcaps and part of the barrel have been cut away to show the pixel tracker in the center.

This part together with the inner strip tracker and the outer strip tracker form the complete detector.

specified in the configuration generator, Pythia, for exam-

ple. We visualize tracker sim hits as points. The sim hit

is a point in the 3D space produced by a simulated track

crossing the detector unit. The product of this crossing has

two points - the entry point and the exit point. The 3D

representation of a sim hit is a middle point between those

two.

Simulated tracks are shown as straight lines connect-

ing the sim hits (shown by markers as dots) belonging to

the simulated track. Straight lines representation is good

enough for the tracks with Pt higher then 1GeV. The sim-

ulated tracks contain color-coded information about parti-

cle type: muons are shown red, electrons - green, pions -

blue, the rest of charged particles - cyan. This information

comes from the first sim hit which knows about the particle

id from the Monte-Carlo information if available.

Reconstructed Event Visualisation

Visualisation of the reconstructed tracker event for

ORCA - CMS reconstruction project - is used for verifi-

cation of the digitization and reconstruction algorithms. A

user has a possibility to check that simulated data (sim hits)

belong to the detector units and all detector units are ac-

tive, e.g. all detector units have sim hits. In addition he can

match the simulated data to digis (signal) and reconstructed

data. For example, the reconstructed tracks can be shown

with corresponding simulated tracks.

The rec hit is a reconstructed signal which is a point

in space and for the stereo detector units it has a precise

position in 3D. The rec hits from the rest of the detector

units have a point with an error equal to the silicon channel

length. We visualize the rec hit as a 3D point for the stereo

detector units and a strip is shown for the rec hist which are

not matched to the stereo detector units. During visualisa-

tion a user can zoom closely to see both a sim hit and a rec

hit. A recent user request is to have the tools to measure

the distance between those two. Reconstructed tracks are

shown as spline connecting the measurement position pro-

duced by reconstruction algorithms and using the direction

at this point. The measurements direction can be shown

optionally.

The events with high luminosity 1034 (signal event plus

pileup) show the complexity of the problem for reconstruc-

tion. Simulated tracks and simulated hits can be filtered,

the parameters of the filters are given interactively. Both

sim tracks and sim hits selected for visualisation use the

same filters. Such an approach is used in verification of

the reconstruction algorithms to visualize correlated sim

hits and reconstructed tracks. By association of recon-

structed tracks with simulated tracks from the signal event

we can show the particle type by color coding. Recon-

structed muons are shown with red color, electrons are re-

constructed but not associated with sim tracks since radi-

ated electron tracks change the track ID. Future implemen-

tation will include association with such tracks. The rest of

information

GUI

System
simulator



2. Methodology



Language

Unify information formats
Domain specific
Support evolution
Machine- and human-readable



Language (cont.)

Object
Type
Hierarchy
FSM
Command
Event
Property
Rules
Geometry

Cospel



Cospel



Cospel
Model

Generative approach

GUI 
engine

Load

Communicate

Verification
Validation

System
Simulator

GUI 
model

ATL
Transformation

Rules

CO-OPN 
+ Java

DB



System
Simulator

GUI 
engine

Communicate

Communication



System
Simulator

GUI 
engine

Communication

Driver

Driver’

Real 
System



The CMS Tracker 
Cosmic Rack

20 power groups
2 control groups



Specification

Made by hand

Could have been 
made automatically 
from information 
sources



Result after transformation



Remarks

Modular language

Easy to add/remove/refine features

1.



Remarks

Flexible framework

Can easily make richer editors 
(visual syntaxes, constraint checking, 
design-time validation)

2.



Remarks

Java-based from A to Z

Cross-platform (with some limitations)

3.



Remarks

Stereoscopy supported

Evaluate the stereo-perception 
influence on system navigation

4.



Remarks

Thin client

“Fatter” clients possible, but involves 
more GUI specification 
(language scope extension)

5.



Present & Future

Full-scale CMS Tracker

Application to similar domains

Natural interaction



Thank you.
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